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Precinct Matraville Precinct Minutes of General Meeting 
                               

Date, meeting time and 
venue 

14 March 2022, 7pm via zoom 

1. Welcome by Chair Steve welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
2. Attendance: 44+ residents: Steve McAndrew, Terry Campbell, Chris and Leela 

Hanson, Charles and Carol Abela, W Newrick, Anne Coupe, Ashley 
Coupe, Lay War Chu, Rebecca Vanny, Alex Cargill, Maria 
Sommerville, Connie Merlino, Charles& Cecelia  George, Natalie 
Hudson, Fransiska Ingrati, David Power, Judith and Ian Levitt, 
Danielle Johnson, Deb McAndrew, Gary Leafe, John Kidston, Shelly 
Silberman, Serge Jancevic, Danielle Wood, Hayley Rom, Leigh 
Tran, Jake McAndrew, Kim Meyers, Kate& John Moloney, Greg 
Lincoln, Jade & Brad Turek, Dianne Da Silva, Di McKeown, Philipa 
Veitch, Stephanie Condon, Andrea Weress, Carolyn Hook, Brad 
Dunn, Erin Lynes, Judith Flitcroft, Gerry Constantinou, Norma Jullian 
( user) Michael Daley, Cr Danny Said, Cr Bill Burst, Cr Noel 
D’Souza, Cr Dylan Parker, Jo Chittick, Minute Taker 
  

3. Apologies: Carlos Da Rocha 
 

4. Declaration of 
interests: 

Nil 

5. Confirmation of 
previous minutes: 

Minutes from February meeting were confirmed.  

6. Correspondence Nil 
 

7. Business arising Responses to resolutions: 
 

• Advice on loss of operational surf rescue 30 for the RCC area. 
Steve to ask a representative from SR30 to attend the next 
meeting to explain why the decision was made.  

• Precinct notified of traffic island refuge to be built on Beauchamp 
Rd near Eastern Avenue to make it easier and safer to cross the 
road. 
 

• Waiting on a few of the responses to come through. Steve will 
email as they come through. 

 

8. Update on the 

Campaign against Opal 

and Suez Incinerator 
 

Steve welcomed everyone to the meeting - very important meeting 
re the Opal and Suez incinerator.  
 

Mayor Dylan Parker gave an update on the Randwick council 

activity: At last precinct meeting there was discussion around legal 

advice to council concerning the EPA draft regulations The draft 

EPA regulation was sent to Marsden with the RCC in house legal 

team’s interpretation of the impact to the Matraville incinerator 

proposal. EPA are seeking to clarify a policy to remove any doubt as 

to how it relates  to the Matraville incinerator.  
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A fortnight ago he met with the Vice President of business 

development of Suez, the most senior person with direct oversight 

over this proposal. He gave his impressions of the meeting: first, 

Suez are not as confident as to their chances of success for this 

incinerator under the draft regulation but they are lobbying very hard 

inside the EPA to have the draft regulation changed. He conveyed 

the need for community certainty as to what Suez intends to do 

because it would be a real travesty to have this looming over the 

community for an undefined period of time. The VP gave a 

commitment that the company will make its intentions known publicly 

once the draft regulation becomes law and they make a decision 

They are not under obligation to do so, but they did say they would 

do that. It also appears that Suez has some concern about the harm 

to their public reputation due to lobbying by public bodies like 

Randwick council. The main takeaway was that Suez’s needs to 

make a submission to the draft regulation.  

Cr Parker added that there was a motion put to the Local 

Government NSW conference around Waste to Energy proposals. 

After considerable debate with an interesting range of views from 

councils and councillors, not unanimous, but the motion was 

successful that Local Governments opposed Waste to Energy in 

favour of diversion and other measures. 

In the event we aren’t successful, there will be further actions 

around banners and a media moment with two large garbage trucks. 

They are the main updates from council’s perspective. More broadly, 

Suez were not particularly confident as to their prospects of success.  

Chris and Steve welcomed the great news which was a real morale 

booster and indicates we are inching closer to success. We need to 

get submissions in by 20 March. See NMI website for how to do it. 

Send these people packing. We’re 99% there. 

Cr Parker added that there was a clear desire from Suez to proceed 

in event this draft regulation doesn’t get up. 

SM – Any update on the 5-year plan for Matraville?  

DP – the consultation report is now complete. It is with consultants 

who are finalising the draft plant to put out to public exhibition. He 

hasn’t been briefed, but will be in the coming month or so. Prior to 

exhibition, waiting on comments from TRNSW. Looks like the traffic 

advice and Traffic committee will review in April. Likely to be public 

in May. 

GL – do Suez have any other course of actions they can take? CH 

Yes, they can submit an EIS, that kicks off planning approvals 
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process. They’re having discussions with EPA but officially that’s the 

only course of action they can take.  

CH – Natalie and I attended a coordination meeting with other NSW 

groups, some would like to see the regulation scrapped and start 

again. We don’t want that to happen. But there are other views 

besides Matraville Precinct’s. 

Michael Daley – SM submissions close 20/3. How long does the 
process take? MD no set process, the minister will take as long as 
he wants to do this. I’ve written to him calling on him not to change 
it, not to water it down, and get it done as quickly as possible. There 
are industry groups that will want it changed or scrapped. I’ve also 
written to Suez and asked them to let the community know if they’re 
not going to proceed, in writing, as soon as they decide to press on 
or not, to have the courtesy of letting us know. There’s a clause that 
relates to state significant activities. I’ve seen 3 different opinions. 
It’s a terribly drafted regulation, not clear. We have to keep on top of 
state govt, planning minister.  
SM - we’re not across the line yet. Need to make sure we get 
submissions in. MD the regulation has really turned the tide. SM we 
have a good lead, because of everybody here. MD it’s been a terrific 
comprehensive community campaign, community at its best. SM it’s 
been 3 years since this started.  
 
Chris Hanson – thanks for everyone that came out to the Spot 
Festival yesterday. We sold 10 T-shirts, bumper stickers, handed out 
hundreds of flyers. The overwhelming reaction was “is that still going 
ahead”. We still need submissions. We need at least 60 submissions 
to go to the EPA by 5pm Sunday 20/3. The link: 
https://nomoreincinerators.wordpress.com/draft-epa-regulations/ 
 
Other groups have different opinions, wanting the regulation 
dropped or changed. We can’t stress enough, we need submissions. 
Numbers count. We’re right on a knife edge. We don’t know what’s 
happening in other LGAs. For our submission we got legal advice to 
make more of a general submission, in plain English, easy to 
understand. Chris presented NMI’s sample submission and 
explained why we all need to lodge one and how to make the 
submissions. It’s best to submit from a desktop rather than a mobile 
phone. Natalie is happy to help if anyone needs help with 
technology. 
 
There is another media moment on Monday 21 March from 3 to 
3.15pm at Botany Aquatic Centre. We’ll have two huge trucks with 
NMI on the side, Dylan and Christina, and residents. Come down to 
the Aquatic Centre and let’s have a really good showing. Bring 
posters. We’ll get some good shots and get in local papers, to keep 
the pressure on until this regulation is formalised and hopefully 
improved from what it is now. 
 
Inner West council approved a motion to national conference. It was 
accepted and will be put through to the June conference in 

https://nomoreincinerators.wordpress.com/draft-epa-regulations/
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Canberra. It’s all part of keeping the pressure on. The loudest 
squeakiest wheel gets the most attention. Thanks for all your efforts, 
it’s not over. See you at the Aquatic Centre on Monday. 
Cr D’Souza wants to organise another meeting with Rob Stokes and 
Andrew Roberts.  
 
Steve thanked Chris and NMI committee for their absolutely huge 
effort and said we wouldn’t be this far into it or this close to victory if 
it wasn’t for Chris. It’s not over. We are close and are hearing a lot 
more positive stuff. Get submissions in. Let’s all do it! Send Suez 
packing. 
 

9. General Business:  
Traffic Flow in McCauley Street and Raymond Avenue 
 
Residents have noticed B-Doubles using Raymond Ave and 
McCauley Street and would like a review of the traffic flow on these 
streets, towards the Perry Street end. Cr D’Souza will look into and 
pursue this. 
 
Resolution 14032022(1): Could the Council advise if approval from 
NHVR (National heavy Vehicles regulator) for the use of B-Double 
trucks on McCauley St & Raymond Ave. If so, what operators have 
been approved? noting that B-Doubles are using these streets.  
Serge/Steve CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Problems with toxic odours from Opal 
 
Residents have reported toxic/pungent smells coming from Opal 
which are seriously impacting their health. Steve will email Karen 
Jones, the Environmental Manager for Opal. 
 
5.30am boot camp disturbance on Knowles Avenue 
 
Residents have reported a disturbance from early boot camp 
sessions in the park across the road from the community hall on 
Knowles Ave. It was noted that a licence is required for holding boot 
camps and that rangers should be called. 
 
Boats and trailers on Franklyn Street 
 
The ongoing problem of boats and trailers parking along Franklyn 
Street was discussed. Residents would like this reviewed as is 
happening in Bundock Street, with a view to having time parking 
Franklyn Street?  
 
Resolution 14032022(2): The precinct requests the Traffic 
Committee review the issue of boats and trailers parking along 
Franklyn Street with a view to having some type of timed parking. 
Gary/Steve CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Suggestion to hold regular community gatherings to encourage 
a tight-knit community 
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Gary would like to see a regular gathering held in the park in 
Franklyn Street to encourage a tight-knit community.  
 
Save our Buses: 
 
A formal inquiry into the privatisation of our buses is being held in 
the NSW Upper House. Submissions to the NSW Upper House 
inquiry into bus privatisation close 31 March. Everyone is 
encouraged to put a submission in. Also see the survey on the 
Facebook page of Dr Marjorie O’Neill, State Member for Coogee. 
 
Steve reminded everyone to make their EPA submissions before 
20/3 and to encourage friends and family to also put submissions in 
so we get the result we’ve been fighting for since 2019.  
He thanked everyone for coming and will keep everyone in the loop 
about what’s happening. 
 

10. Other Business: Nil 
11. Treasurer’s Report: Nil 

 
12. Next meeting: 11 April 2022 –Zoom meeting to be confirmed  
13. Close of meeting: 8.23 pm 
 


